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Types of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

Military drone 

• UAVs with the highest technical requirements 

• Reconnaissance  

• Decoy 

• Electronic Warfare 

• Communication relay 

Civil / consumer drones 

• Provision of public services 

(police, fire, meteorological 

needs account for about 70% of 

total demand 

Consumer drones 

 - Aerial photography 

• Focus on practicality 

and entertainment 

     (Drone light show, etc.) 

• Simple function 

Civilian drone  

- Spray pesticides 

• Spray pesticides 

• Agriculture and forestry protection 

• Express shipping 

• Disaster relief 

Military 

-Unmanned Airship 
• transport 

• Monitoring of ground 

targets and airspace 

• Formation attack 

• low cost 



Lithium battery drone 

Fuel cell drone 

Solar drone 

Unmanned airship 

Types of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 



 Supply chain of UAV  

ITECH solution focus on up and mid stream 

upstream 
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downstream 
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UAV structure 

Battery 

- lithium battery, solar battery,     

      hydrogen fuel cell 

Motor  

ESC 

Flight controller 

Remote controller 

Gimbal / camera / ITS 

ITECH product can cover the tests for all the 
components above 



1、 Main circuit board  

2、 Gyroscope, accelerometer sensor 

UAV flight control system 

1、lithium battery, solar battery, hydrogen fuel cell 

2、solar controller, DC-DC Boost module 

3、 Brushless DC motor 

4、 ESC 

UAV power system components 

1、 Air system fan 

2、 DC motor 

Unmanned airship 

1、 Micro motor control chip 

UAV gimbal system 

1、 The bidirectional power supply can not only smoothly 

pass the moment of inrush current at the moment of startup, 

but also absorb the reverse electromotive force generated 

during the operation of the motor to avoid damages 

Remote controller 

ITECH solution- UAV component 
( upstream ) 

1、Super charger  

2、 Peristaltic pump 

Other components 
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UAV power system test solution 

1.1 Pure lithium battery UAV power system 

ESC BLDC 

Red 

Blue 

Black 

Battery 

Control 

signal 

Application-Lithium battery performance verification 

For a UAV assembly manufacturer, the battery is directly related to the overall performance of the UAV, so the battery is one 
of the items that it must test.  

 Battery life (consumer UAV lasts about 30 minutes) 

 Battery charging time 

 UAV working condition simulation (hover---external factors such as speed change, which cause changes 

in battery operating current) 

 Battery life test (cycle charge and discharge times) 



 
Key test items (ITECH solution can well fulfill ）： 
 

1) Multiple charge and discharge modes and cut-off conditions 

2) Data statistical analysis function to help users quickly analyze mass aging data 

3) Judgment of battery balance (unbalanced battery will affect flight stability) 

4) Verify the performance of the battery at different temperatures 

5) Support .csv file to import UAV working condition characteristic curve 

5) Full protection prevents the battery from over charging and discharging 

 

UAV power system test solution 

Example: Agricultural plant 

protection UAV 

-U<60V （44.4V 48.1V） 

-Charging current= 20A-50A 

-P=2000W~3000W 

-Capacity=10000mAh~18000mAh 

ITS5300 battery test system 

 



 

♦ Battery test 

♦ Battery simulation 

♦ 8 operating mode 

♦ Independent control of multi-channels,implement 

synchronization or proportional tracking 

♦ Parallel up to 16 units 

♦ Temperature measurement function,over temperature 

protection 

♦ List 

♦  Precharge function to prevent overshoot of DC 

loading current 

♦ Anti-reverse protection function through optional 

accessories 

UAV power system test solution 

IT-M3600 Regenerative Power System 、IT-M3400 Bidirectional DC Power Supply 

 >5kW电池测试 IT-E165A 



Application- super charger（AC-DC） 
In order to shorten the battery charging time in the operation room, the UAV designed for some specific occasions will be equipped with a corresponding fast charging 
charger, and the charging performance (maximum allowable charging current/charging time, etc.) need to be verified. 

Power of consumer UAV charger <200W 

 

Power of industry UAV charger <=3000W /50-60V/25-50A  

ITECH model 

-IT8900A/E 

-IT8800 (automatic test ) 

-IT-M7700 (input voltage/frequency limitation test, grid 

disturbance 

              test)         

                               

UAV power system test solution 



Application- Fuel cell UAV &DC-DC test 

Same size UAV, fuel cell drones are three times the endurance of lithium 

battery drones (2h~10 hours) 

ITECH solution- 

Fuel cell stack discharge test -----R&D and manufacturer of Fuel cell ( IT8800 ) 

Fuel cell system test------system integrator ( IT8800  IT6900A ) 

DC-DC test------power module manufacturer ( IT-M3100  IT8800 )    

 

Power of fuel cell UAV = 800W-1600W（intelligent energy） 

Fuel cell 
DC-DC 

converter 
ESC 

Red 

Blue 

Black 

BLDC 

Battery  

hydrogen oxygen 

Propeller  

UAV power system test solution 

Protonex  

Micro Multi Copter 

HES 

AeroVironment 

Aeryon Labs Inc. 

Manufacturers 



Application-solar UAV  
Compared with ordinary drones, solar drones are 

heavier in load, higher in flight, longer in life, and 

more stable and resistant. These attributes make 

them ideal military tools. 

 

Power range 

-6kW~35kW  

Target customers 

1) solar panel manufacturers 

       ITECH products-IT8700, IT8800+ IT9380(IV curves verification) 

       Advantage-all day measurement of IV curve/sample rate 20us/multiple 

       channels test                        

2） solar UAV manufacturers 

       ITECH products-IT6000C+SAS1000 (PV controller test ) 

       Advantage-simulate IV curves in different temperature and Irradiation/  

      continuous curve switching /simulate IV curves in shield situation / multiple channel test 

3）power control system manufacturers 

      ITECH products-battery simulator 

UAV power system test solution 



IT9380 solar cell test software 
 IT9380 solar cell test software can automatically draw I-V curve and support 

single/multiple test. It can set the test time interval and time range, and automatically 

perform periodic scanning according to the time interval in this time period, so as to 

achieve fully automated testing. At the same time, it supports multi-channel testing, the 

interfaces can be switched freely, and test data can be exported and saved in EXCEL format. 

 
 

 Ishort 

 Vopen 

 Pmax 

 Vpmax 

 Ipmax 

 Rpmax 

 FF 

UAV power system test solution 



Application-MPPT test of UAV power supply management system ---IV curves simulation under different conditions 

SAS1000L+ IT6000C advantages 

 

1） Allow users to edit the temperature/irradiation 

       curve changing with time 

 

2） Allow online modification /irradiation and 

      temperature 

 

3) Simulate different solar cells 

 

4） Simulate IV curves under different irradiation, and 

       support continuous switching between curves (program 

       mode) 

 

5）  Simulate IV curves under shield mode, cloud thickness, 

        size, move direction can be set. 

 

UAV power system test solution 

Irradiation changes along with 

time,weather and angle  



With the distributed intelligent self-coordinated energy management system, the energy controller can 

autonomously coordinate multiple solar array modules to maximize the solar power generation, regardless 

of the posture and lighting conditions of the UAV, thereby effectively improving power generation efficiency 

of the system. 

SAS1000 supports multiple 

channel test, up to 20CHS 

UAV power system test solution 

Application-MPPT test of UAV power supply management system ---distributed solar array test 



ITECH solution- solar array simulation power supply 

With the optimization of the MPPT algorithm, its tracking speed is getting faster and faster. If the 

photovoltaic inverter has updated the working point position, but the photovoltaic simulation 

power supply cannot complete the IV curve calculation and output in time, it will cause the MPPT 

efficiency calculation error and even the power supply oscillation. 

A power optimizer uses the 
disturbance observation method, 
which is calculated every 2.56 
milliseconds 

ITECH IT6000 MPPT current response time up to 

4us，far more better than competitors, well 

matched high-performance PV inverter test. 

UAV power system test solution 



ITECH solution——automatic test 

 

 

 It is convenient for R&D & QA departments to quickly verify the static & dynamic MPPT 

performance test of PV inverter 

 Method： Let the user define 100 Curves with 128 points each, and then select Curve, 

Loop, Next Program, etc., the software can perform the test according to the set steps, 

and the report will be automatically generated when the test items are completed. 

1、run 1st curve  in 1st program,  

2、5s run 2nd curve in 2nd program 
      after 5s 

3、click next and run 1st in next program 

UAV power system test solution 



integrated testing 

UAV power system test solution 

Application- UAV PV controller test 

PV controller 

UAV power and 
electronic components 

PV arrays simulator 

Battery simulator 



Application- UAV ESC test 
ESC: Its function is to convert the control signal of the flight control board current to control and change the 

speed of the motor. 

Input V: 22.2V~51.8V，constant current: 200A，input power: 5kW~10kW。 

ITECH product：IT6000D-80V   

UAV power system test solution 

Input V=6~14S LiPo/22.2V~51.8V 

Constant current=200A 

Instantaneous current=300A 

BEC Output V =5~8V 

BEC Output C =10~30A 

Size- 106X50X36mm 

Weight- 325g 

 



Key points 

 

1）absorb Back EMF 

2）output voltage adjustable 

The input voltage of the ESC is 

constant, the throttle input signal is 

changed, and the pulling force of the 

power system is measured 

ESC full throttle, change the ESC 

input supply voltage, the relationship 

between the measured voltage and 

the pulling force 

ESC input voltage is constant, 

change throttle input signal, 

measured speed-current, speed-

output power, speed-pull force and 

other characteristic curves 

UAV power system test solution 

Application- UAV ESC test 



Application- peristaltic pump test of plant protection drone 

The peristaltic pump consists of three parts: driver, pump head and hose. It can control the flow through the hose by adjusting the speed of the driver, so as to achieve 
different effects of precision spraying and variable spraying. 

ITECH model to fulfill the test 

-IT6900A 

UAV power system test solution 

Pesticide in/out 

Reduction gear set 

Motor 

Hose 

Synchronous turntable 

Signal port 

Voltage 

42V 

Maximum system flow 

7.2L/Min. 

Maximum single pump 

flow 

1.8L/Min. 



Unmanned airship power supply 

Solution 

 - IT6000D power supply to unmanned airship 

 - Use IT6054D-500-270 to power multiple fans on the unmanned airship. The power output is connected to the DC-DC 

motor driver, and the driver is connected to the fan to provide electrical power. The function of the fan is mainly to inflate 

the airbag of the airship (the gas lighter than air, it should be helium) to achieve flight.  

 -Example: A customer set 270V/200A, output 270V/140A constant voltage output. 

 



UAV flight control system test 



 Flight control system 

Flight control system refers to a control system capable of stabilizing and controlling man-machine flight attitude. It 

consists of MCU and inertial measurement module (IMU, Inertial Measurement Unit). The IMU provides the raw 

data of the aircraft's attitude in space. Generally, the gyro sensor/acceleration sensor/electronic compass provides 

the 9DOF data of the aircraft. 

 

Example: XX filight control system, the power 

 is about 8W 

UAV flight control system test 

Power module 
Power supply  

to control unit 

Power supply  

to power unit 

Detection module 

IMU 

IMU 

Electronic  

compass 

Control module 

Flight controller 

Communication 

unit 

Drive module 

Motor 1 

Motor 2 

Motor 3 

Motor 4 



 Application- Core sensor test of flight control system (take gyroscope as an example) 

 

 

Three-axis gyroscope (5V) IT6411S 

 

Target customer 

 

1、Sensor suppliers for flight control systems  

     (acceleration sensors, gyroscopes) 

 

2、 Drone assembly manufacturers (verify the performance of internal 

       sensors) 

 

IT6400 bipolar DC power supply 

 

 High precision, measuring ultra-low power 

consumption of flight sensor devices 

 

 The ultra-high current resolution can be used 

to calibrate the angular velocity measurement 

accuracy of the gyroscope. The resolution of 

the current setting value can be up to 10uA, 

and the accuracy of the readback value can 

reach 1uA. 

 

Test solution 

-The set current of the power supply can be 

adjusted step by step through the pulse knob. 

UAV flight control system test 
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